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Square Kilometer Array

• Participation in SKA at Swiss level (SEFRI contribution ~4 MCHF/year) 

• letter of interest from SEFRI to SKA.

• Swiss interests in the Astrophysics: Reionization, Dark Energy

★ but also in Algorithm (Raw reduction - Data Analysis)

★ and Data Science (Data server architecture - Data mining)

• Connections with South-Africa  & Australia
18
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What is the SKA? 
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SKA (2018-2028)
• The next generation radio observatory

• Survey all the Southern sky in imaging 
and spectroscopy, sampling ~90% of the 
volume of the Universe

• Project is broader than just for 
Astrophysics because of the data 
challenges faced by this project:

★ Data flow for SKA2 (~current internet 
traffic): ~1 Exabyte/day => 10 Pb/day

★ Data analysis ~100s PFLOPS 
computing power.

★ Data distribution: a few data centres 
(could be part of the Swiss 
contribution)

★ EPFL/UniGe part of H2020 AENEAS 
project to define the set up of SKA 
Data centres. 

20

SKA-1

SKA-2

Construction
in 2018

Construction
in 2022
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22/64	antennas	in	place.	
Completed	in	2017

Precursor progress: MeerKAT
South Africa
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• Raw	data	rate	exceeds	data	rate	on	global	 internet
• Data	rate	into	SKA	archive	will	be	10x	that	of	CERN
• Innovative	tools	required	for	data	handling,	data	

mining,	visualisation,	science	extraction	+	many	
more.

• IBM	Zurich	(DOME	project)	has	major	involvement	
in	developing	solutions.

ICT-driven facility

8.8	Tbits/s

7.2	Tbits/s

5 Tbits/s

~50	PFlop ~100	PFlop

Users

130	PB/yr

Sunway	TaihuLight – 93	PFlops
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Survey Speed Comparison 
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Resolution Comparison 
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Image Quality Comparison 

•  Single)SKA1)
track)equivalent)
to)VLA)A+B+C+D)
+)E+A+))

•  “Structural”)
dynamic)range)
of)~1000:1)
rather)than)~3:1)
per)track)

•  Beam)quality)
~100),mes)
beVer)than)VLA)
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Image Quality Comparison 

•  Single)SKA1"Mid)track)compared)to)combina,on)of)
tracks)in)each)of)VLA)A+B+C+D))
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The Cradle of Life:  
Understanding planet formation 

SKA JVLA ALMA 

SKA JVLA 

(Hasegawa & 
Pudritz 2012) 

•  Measuring grain growth through planetesimal phase  
•  Resolving proto-planetary disks at 100 pc (SKA1) or 300 pc 

(SKA2) inside the snow/ice line, sub-AU scales with SKA2 
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Finding all the pulsars in the Milky Way… 

•  Timing precision is expected to increase by factor ~100: nHz Grav. Waves 
•  Rare and exotic pulsars and binary systems: including PSR-BH systems! 
•  Testing cosmic censorship and no-hair theorem 
•  Current estimates are ~50% of population with SKA1, 100% with SKA2 

)
)")~40,000)normal)pulsars)
)")~2,000)millisecond)psrs))
)")~100)rela,vis,c)binaries)
)")first)pulsars)in)Galac,c)Centre)
)")first)extragalac,c)pulsars)

(Cordes)et)al.)2004,)Kramer)et)al.)2004,)Smits)et)al.)2008))
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Headline Magnetism Science 

•  3D magnetic tomography of the Galaxy and distant universe; 
from current 1 RM deg-2, SKA1: 300 deg-2 to SKA2: 5000 deg-2 

The Astrophysical Journal, 767:150 (14pp), 2013 April 20 Akahori et al.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional RM map of the NGP with 30◦ × 30◦ FOV for ADON30. Panels from left to right show RM maps due to: the regular components of the
electron density and the GMF only; the random components only; both the regular and random components; and a map binned in 2◦ × 2◦ pixels. The Galactic celestial
coordinates are shown in the leftmost panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

DM, which is determined only by the global, regular component,
is 22 and 25 pc cm−3 toward the NGP and SGP, respectively,
while the observed value is ∼23–26 pc cm−3. We note that the
NE2001 model, from which we get the regular component, was
designed to reproduce observations including DM. The EM in
our model is 1.5 (1.0) and 2.3 (1.6) pc cm−6 toward the NGP
and SGP, respectively, for Vrms = 30 (15) km s−1, which is
in a good agreement with the observed value, ∼1–2 pc cm−6.
Our model also reproduces the overall distribution of EM at
|b| > 60◦ presented by Hill et al. (2008). Details are given in
Appendix B.

2.3. Rotation Measure Map

The RM toward a source outside the Galaxy is defined as

RM (rad m−2) = 0.81
! 0

smax

neB∥ds, (3)

where ne, B∥, and the path length s are in units of cm−3, µG,
and pc, respectively. Conventionally RM is positive when the
LOS magnetic field points toward us, and smax is the maximum
distance along the LOS up to the outer edge of our model space.
In this paper, we calculate the RM only due to the GMF. We do
not include other possible contributions, such as the RM due to
the IGMF, the intrinsic RM at sources, and observational errors.
We discuss those in Section 4.

We consider a square FOV of 900 deg2 with 30◦ on a side
centered on each of the Galactic poles, which is comparable to
the FOVs of RM observations toward the NGP and SGP (Mao
et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011). In addition, we also consider a
square FOV of 200 deg2 with 14.◦14 on a side. The smaller
FOV is roughly that proposed for the dense aperture array of the
SKA (Faulkner et al. 2010). The smaller FOV is also used to
check the FOV dependence of RM statistics. To see structures
in angular separations of !0.◦3 for which the second-order SF of
observed RMs is available (Mao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011), we
choose the angular resolution of pixels to be "0.◦3. The numbers
of pixels we use are Npix = 2562 and 1282 for 900 deg2 and
200 deg2 FOVs, respectively.

We calculate RMs with Equation (3) assuming one extra-
galactic radio source in each pixel, and construct mock RM
maps. For each map, we randomly rotate stacked simulation
boxes around the axis parallel to the regular magnetic field in
Table 1 (keeping the direction of the regular magnetic field)
and randomly shift box centers to avoid the repeat of the same
grid zones which would make artifacts in statistics. When the
integration reaches the top of a simulation box, the integration

proceeds into the next stacked box and the integration is contin-
ued. If the integration reaches the side of the simulation box, we
apply the periodic boundary condition to the side, and replicate
the box beyond the side.

We obtain 200 mock maps for each model listed in Table 1
and each FOV, and calculate statistical quantities. The quantities
shown below in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are the averages for 200
RM maps.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Two-dimensional Map

Figure 5 shows sample maps over a 30◦ ×30◦ FOV. Maps due
to the regular components in the model ADON (leftmost panel)
and due to the random components in one of the 200 simulations
for ADON30 (second panel) are shown. The combined map due
to the regular and random components (third panel) as well
as the binned map of median RMs in 2◦ × 2◦ pixels (rightmost
panel) are also shown. We can see that the regular components of
density and magnetic field alone produce large-scale structures
of up to the FOV size. The structures highlight B∥ as induced by
the radial and azimuthal components of the spiral and toroidal
fields (the model shown does not include a poloidal field).
The random components of density and magnetic field, on
the other hand, produce complex structures, such as clump-
like and filament-like features, on angular scales of ∼1◦–10◦.
Such structures persist in the combined map.

Mao et al. (2010) showed binned maps of median RMs in
2◦ × 2◦ pixels toward the NGP and SGP, which were produced
from observational data. The maps display structures of a few
to several degrees. In our model, such structures are mostly the
consequence of the random components of density and magnetic
field (rightmost panel). Our results indicate that the random
components mainly produce the observed RM structures on
scales less than several degrees, while the regular components
contribute to larger scale structures.

3.2. Contribution from Regular Components

We first examine the statistics of RMs in maps due to
the regular components alone. We calculated the average,
µ =

"
RM/Npix, and the standard deviation, σ = {

"
(RM −

µ)2/(Npix − 1)}1/2, in maps for the models and FOVs we
consider. The resulting values are shown in Table 3. The
average is mainly determined by the existence of the poloidal
component of the GMF; µ ∼ 0 rad m−2 without the poloidal
component, or µ ∼ −4.8 rad m−2 and +5.6 rad m−2 toward the
NGP and SGP, respectively, if the dipole poloidal component
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of up to the FOV size. The structures highlight B∥ as induced by
the radial and azimuthal components of the spiral and toroidal
fields (the model shown does not include a poloidal field).
The random components of density and magnetic field, on
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Such structures persist in the combined map.
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2◦ × 2◦ pixels toward the NGP and SGP, which were produced
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components mainly produce the observed RM structures on
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Figure 5: Distribution over redshift of the four surveys given in Table 3 based on the S3-SAX
simulation (Obreschkow et al. (2009a,b))

5. Summary and conclusions

In summary, our current measurements of H I in the local universe, are the tip of the iceberg.
Semi-analytical and hydrodynamical models make predictions of galaxy H I properties which we
are poised to test with upcoming surveys on SKA precursor instruments such as the JVLA, APER-
TIF, ASKAP and MeerKAT. The SKA-1 will enable us to follow up these surveys to greater depth
in redshift and with greater sensitivities and higher resolution, and together with data at other wave-
lengths will allow us to build up a more comprehensive picture of galaxy evolution over more than
half the age of the universe. With the advent of the full SKA, we will be able to probe the evolution
of the H I content and kinematics of galaxies back to z ⇠ 2, the epoch at which the cosmic star
formation rate density was at its peak and carry out the billion galaxy survey required for precision
cosmology.
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(Obreschkow 2014) 

Galaxy HI Evolution:  
out to z ~ 1 with SKA1 and z ~ 5 with SKA2 

•  Understanding galaxy assembly and the baryon cycle  
–  Determine the impact of galaxy environments 
–  Probe gas inflow and removal, diffuse gas NHI < 1017 cm-2 

–  Measure angular momentum build-up  
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Galaxy Evolution Studies in the Radio Continuum:  
Understanding the Star Formation History of the Universe 

•  Unmatched sensitivity to star formation rates (10 M/yr) out to z ~ 4 with SKA1 and 
z ~ 10 with SKA2 

•  Resolved (sub-kpc) imaging of star forming disks out to z ~ 1 with SKA1 and z ~ 6 
with SKA2 

CCAT 350 µm

Euclid, H<24

ALMA, 1.3mm > 90 µJy

JVLA-COSMOS

Wuyts et al 2013, z�1 
Hα–based SFR-maps 

3.
4”
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Cibinel et al 2014, z�2 
UV-based SFR-maps 

(Murphy et al. 2014) 
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(Bull et al 2014) 

Cosmology with SKA:  
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations 

•  Constraining Dark Energy models with redshift-resolved BAO measurements 
–  Discrete detection is complementary with SKA1, cutting edge with SKA2 
–  Intensity mapping is higher risk but world-class, even with SKA1 
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HI surveys of the EoR, Cosmic-Dawn & Dark Ages 

CMB displays a single moment 
of the Universe. Its initial 
conditions at ~400,000 yrs 

HI emission from the Dark Ages, Cosmic Dawn 
& EoR traces an evolving “movie” of baryonic  
and DM structure formation at tuniv<109 years. 
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SKA1 surveys of the EoR 
(& Cosmic-Dawn) 

• Detecting EoR structures in imaging mode (as distinct from 
statistically) on 5 arcmin scales with 1 mK RMS 

• Probing the Cosmic Dawn statistically 
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Figure 12. Slices through our δTb simulation box (left), and the corresponding 3D power spectra (right), for our fiducial model at z = 30.1, 21.2, 17.9, 10.0
(top to bottom). The slices were chosen to highlight various epochs in the cosmic 21-cm signal (cf. the corresponding mean evolution in Fig. 10): the onset
of Lyα pumping, the onset of X-ray heating, the completion of X-ray heating and the mid-point of reionization are shown from top to bottom. All slices are
1 Gpc on a side and 3.3 Mpc deep. For a movie of this simulation, see http://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼mesinger/Movies/delT.mov.
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Computing Requirements 

•  ~100*PetaFLOPS/sec*total*sustained*
•  ~200*PetaByte/s*aggregate*BW*to*fast*working*memory**
•  ~50*PetaByte*fast*working*storage*
•  ~1*TeraByte/s*sustained*write*to*storage*
•  ~10*TeraByte/s*sustained*read*from*storage*

•  ~*10000*FLOPS/byte*read*from*storage*

• Current*power*cap*proposed*is*~5MW*per*site.*
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• Project	momentum	excellent:
– Preliminary	Design	Reviews	completed
– Design	complete	in	Q4	2017
– IGO	formal	negotiations	in	progress

• SKA	construction	is	on	the	horizon.

Summary

Construction	approval
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Conclusion

• Cosmology will gather large amounts of data in the 
coming years (increase faster  than Moore law?)

• Euclid/LSST and SKA can not be handled with 
“local” data centres anymore.

• Important to connect with large data/compute 
centres and prepare, improve and test the 
algorithms before the surveys start.

• Can start working on mock datasets and smaller 
pre-SKA projects.

38
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Looking forward

WFIRST-AFTA
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SKA)Data)Challenges)

Projected)Performance))
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